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Atf
essay on such a subject as this may well

begin with apologies. It took Hegel 1600

pages of exasperated cerebration to put forth his

theory of art
;
Kant s theory is notoriously difficult

to follow through the labyrinthine
&quot;

Kritik of Judg
ment &quot;

;
and Croce, effecting a remarkable simplifica

tion of these studies, felt bound to effect it in a way
so subtle and technical that his meaning is, to say

the least, elusive on a first reading. A mere essay,

however useful as a kind of site-plan for future

building, cannot avoid dogmatism ;
and nothing

can need more apology than that. Brevity also

requires that I omit to point out where the

theory I outline agrees, and where it disagrees,

with the classical theories. I mentioned Croce just

now. Anyone who has read him will see how
much I owe to him, and will also see that a

good half of my theory (and I think the most
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Towards a

important half) must be abomination to the devout

Crocean. In the same way I could support my
views here and there with many great names-

Aristotle, Bacon, Kant, for example, as well as

Croce : but the same names would, elsewhere,

make excellent missiles to pelt me with. I leave

the reader to find that out. I have sufficiently done

my duty in admitting quite frankly that a good deal

of my theory is eclectic.

But for the purpose of the essay I have no

apology. Those who dislike the idea of theorising

at all about art will not read me
;
and no one

who has come even this far with me will be

likely to mistake my intention. Hegel said that

you must not think to understand what art means

until you can first understand what philosophy

says it means. That was like Hegel : it was,

indeed, rather like philosophy. But if art has

anything to say to you, it will say it as art or not

at all. Still less will a theory of art tell anyone how
to be an artist. The thing simply is, that some

people have an itch to be thinking. They see a

scatter of miscellaneous things up and down the

10



Theory of Art

world all called art. They cannot help asking,

What is the specific nature of this stuff ? Why do

I call this thing art and not that thing ? Do we

lump this great variety of things together because

they all have a peculiar function or because they all

have a peculiar way of effecting a function ? These

are specimen questions ;
and those who feel

inclined to ask them, look for nothing but an

intellectual satisfaction in the answers. Just so

those who study ethics look for a purely intellectual

satisfaction as to what is meant by
&quot;

good
&quot;

;
and

may get it, and yet remain as cheerfully wicked as

before.

It is legitimate for me to begin by assuming, very

broadly, that we know pretty well the sort of thing

we mean by a work of art, in spite of a certain

ambiguity in the word &quot;art&quot; (which is in fact easily

cleared up). It is legitimate, because my object

is to find out what are the qualities we are referring

to when we call so-and-so a work of art : we must

be able to call it that before we can ask why we call

it that. On the contrary, it would be wrong to

begin by defining art, as though man had first

ii



Towards a

invented a class, and then lookt about for things

to put in it.

I have not used the term aesthetic yet : though
this is often taken as equivalent to the theory of art.

But we cannot move with any security in this region

unless we keep these two terms separate, and make

them refer to different, though related, studies.

You can study aesthetic without bringing in art
;

but you cannot study art without bringing in

aesthetic. There is a certain kind of experience,

or way of experiencing things, out of which the

activity called art arises. We see a sunset, and we

enjoy it. We just happen on it : it fades, and the

experience finishes. You may remember it
;

but

a remembered experience is very different from the

experience itself. Suppose, however, someone has,

as we say, painted it. Why, then it is captured and

establisht : it is made permanent : the experience

of that sunset can be induced in our minds as

often as we are capable of it and at any moment.

Moreover, it has been disentangled from any other

experiences which may (and some certainly would)
have been jostling round it when it occurred in
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Theory of Art

actual life : it is not only establisht, but purified.

And more than that : as I shall hope to show, it

has been specialised into something that does not

occur elsewhere at all.

So far, however, we may not seem to have very

much to go on
;

but the difference between the

actual experience and the experience recorded in

art will, I think, soon appear so great that we may

properly regard it as specific. Nevertheless, it is

true that before we can understand what art is

doing we must first understand what prompted it

to do anything at all : and this will always have

been an actual and casual experience of a certain

kind : actual in the psychological sense, which of

course includes imaginary events
;

and casual in

the sense that it is something inexplicably given

to us, part of the uncalculated fact of living. Some

thing turned up in life and was taken in a peculiar

way. This is the matter of aesthetic : and this, when

taken up and informed by an individual will for a

foreordained purpose, forms the activity which

results in the matter of art. We have then, at any

rate, this to go on : art records a deliberate and
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Towards a

consciously directed activity, which is also very

exceptional ;
but it arises out of experiences of

actual life which just happen to us to which as

they occur we merely respond and which, far

from being exceptional, we shall find are a universal

aspect of all mental action. This is what I shall

hereafter call aesthetic experience ;
it is the most

primitive and fundamental thing in conscious life.

II

^Esthetic experience, then, is the experience which

is presupposed by all art but does not necessarily

does, in fact, quite exceptionally result in art :

and this is the experience which, as a feature of life

as a whole, and not of any specialised life, forms the

field of the esthetic science. (The taking in of a

work of art is, of course, an aesthetic experience ;

but what is then taken in is different from all other

aesthetic experience : and this term will, therefore,

be most conveniently used as excluding artistic

experience.) Now this aesthetic science is often

held to be the study of that peculiar reaction in us
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to the events of inner and outer life which is called

the sense of beauty. But we must decline to allow

our terms of reference to be limited beforehand.

Beauty occurs, of course, both in art and nature :

both as the result of deliberate intention and of

casual occurrence. And this is the most obvious

link between art and aesthetic. But just now we are

considering the aesthetic and inevitable experience

of everybody as the necessary preliminary of the

exceptional and deliberate activity of the artist.

No doubt the most important thing about aesthetic

experience is the fact that beauty can occur in it.

But as soon as we begin to investigate beauty we
come upon ugliness, and at once our enquiry

widens. New questions arise : Is ugliness the mere

absence of beauty ? We must not assume that :

any more than in ethics we ought to assume that a

bad deed is simply one that is not good. Then is

ugliness a sort of active opposite to beauty ? It

may be
;

but we cannot begin to decide until we
are sure, first, what sort of experience it is in which

both beauty and ugliness can occur ? Second, how

do they occur ?

15
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As to the kind of experience in which they occur,

the shortest way round that question is by way of

art. For however art may specialise, it derives its

matter solely from aesthetic experience ;
and has

the advantage of presenting that pure, and therefore

in a peculiarly recognisable form. Let me for a

moment attend to the art of literature. How could

we not define it but just roughly describe it ?

We might call it, the art of expressing oneself in

words. Well, that is what I am doing now. Am I,

therefore, creating a work of art ? Assuredly not.

And note the ambiguity in the word &quot;

art.&quot; For

in that phrase
&quot;

the art of expressing oneself in

words &quot;

the word &quot;

art
&quot; means no more than it

does in
&quot;

the art of household management.&quot; It

means simply a definitely adjusted skill. But there

is no ambiguity when we speak of a work of art.

How then must we qualify that meaning of
&quot;

a

definitely adjusted skill
&quot;

in order to arrive at the

sense of a work of art ? At first it would seem to be

in a merely negative fashion. Why am I not now

creating a work of art, although I am expressing

myself in words ? I think everyone would agree,
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Theory of Art

that it is because I am using expression for an

ulterior purpose. The success I hope to achieve

is more than the success of merely achieving ex

pression. I am arguing : I am trying to convince

you. Whether I succeed or fail does not depend

solely on my power of expression ; it depends
also on the value of my theory. My expression is

not now in the least for its own sake, but altogether

for the sake of making my theory penetrate your
minds and get to work there. And you are judging

my power of expression not in itself, not for its

own sake, but for the sake of something it conveys

beyond itself, the operation of a train of reasoning :

you judge it according as it effects a purpose outside

itself, you judge it according as it enables you to

judge my argument. That is the sole value of the

expression I am now using : that it is the means

by which you value something else.

So, to compare small things with great, if I say

the
&quot;

Origin of Species
&quot;

is well written, I do not

mean that I can enjoy the writing for its own sake :

I mean that it is admirably fitted to convey the

information and effect the persuasion Darwin

B 17



Towards a

intended. Expression here justifies itself by its

ability to do more than exist as mere expression :

as it does in the case of any book which aims at

information or persuasion ;
and for just that reason

any such book is not a work of art. We mean, that

is to say, by a work of art, something that does not

have to serve a purpose beyond mere expression

in order to justify itself. Imagine that I am reading

this to you ;
and now suppose that I break off to

sing you a song or tell you a story ;
and suppose

that I manage to please you. You would say the

song was a good one, or the story was. But why ?

Should I have improved your minds ? Not in the

sense of adding to your information, or organising

what you already possess ; the goodness you

recognise does not have to hitch itself on to any
reason. A good story well told has no need to be

anything more than just that ; in fact, it is a work

of art. I should have expressed myself to what

purpose ? in order to achieve an expression that

could satisfactorily exist simply as a piece of

expression : it had no other purpose but there

may be more in that purpose than at first appears.

18



Theory of Art

Expression for its own sake, then, expression that

carries its own justification that does not need to

go beyond itself in order to make good : that seems

to be the condition under which a work of art can

occur.

But expression for its own sake ? is that quite

satisfactory ? After all there must be expression

of something. We can put it this way : a work of

art is the expression of something which we feel

justifies itself in expression by the mere fact of

being expressed. So the next thing is to ask, what

sort of a something is that ? What sort of matter

is it which, as soon as we apprehend it, we find

wholly satisfactory in itself, without having to ask

what use it is or what good it does or what it means

not even whether it is real ?

Of course, the answer is, in fact, so obvious

that the difficulty is to know where to begin.

But we must have it out clear and recognisable.

I will make a flank attack. I was staying a while

ago with my family on the shores of More-

cambe Bay. The news came one morning that

a horse was in the quicksands : so we all set

19
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off to assist in digging it out. I may say not to

make the story too thrilling that there was no

danger to us. It was a temporary quicksand, due

to rain. Only the head, back and tail of the horse

were above ground, but it would not sink further :

the sand had set firm all round till we began to

dig, and then it at once became a sort of porridge.

It was a long business and horribly exciting. We
could feel at our backs the menace of the tide

;
it

was only a gleam as yet on the skyline but every

one knows how the Morecambe tide comes in.

Exciting, certainly ;
but the excitement was one of

intense and practical anxiety. We were all the

time calculating the possibility that the poor beast

might be still embedded when the water was up
to its nostrils

;
and we were trying not to notice the

anguish of terror in its eyes and the quivering

palsy to which exhaustion had reduced its pitiable

struggles. But there was one member of the party

who hopt about in pure candid untroubled

enjoyment of the whole affair : this inexhaustibly

interesting world had provided one more first-rate

spectacle for his especial benefit. Will the horse

20
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be drownded ?
&quot;

he kept eagerly asking. There was

nothing callous in that : what the horse felt about it

had simply never occurred to him : the only judg
ment to which the spectacle had been referred was

the simple and immediate judgment, Was it a

thrilling affair or not ? Why, of course it was : the

whole thing was most admirably arranged. And
then came the final touch. The men were busily

digging round ; we were all hauling on a rope

doubled endways round the horse s body ; the

owner was hauling on the horse s tail. But the tail

and his hands were slippery with salt water
;
and

just as we made a grand concerted effort, the tail

slipt through his hands and over he went, heels

over head. Instantly there shrilled out a piercing

keen peal of ecstatic delight ;
I have never heard

laughter of a more unqualified rapture : and I have

never, I think, been more shocked by the intrusion

of the pure cesthetic view of things into the world

of moral or practical values. Severe remonstration

followed : the unseasonable nature of laughter was

made clear. But the excuse was irresistible : I

thought he d pulled the tail right out !

&quot;

That

21
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would, indeed, have raised the affair to an exquisite

perfection. It was not true ; but the instantaneous

impression of it was accepted without question and

enjoyed to the utmost simply as a thing given.

Now this was pure aesthetic experience : that is

to say, it was experience that did not look outside

itself for its value. That small boy had still the

faculty (alas, he will lose it too soon) of taking every

thing as it comes along and finding it immediately

good or bad : of instantly deciding its value simply

as experience, without requiring any other interest.

I suppose that is why children are sometimes said

to be natural artists : they at any rate live naturally

in the condition which alone makes art possible.

And I dare say, too, it is their purely aesthetic life

which makes children seem to come among us
&quot;

trailing clouds of glory &quot;. If heaven means any

thing, it must mean a state in which everything is

immediately good in itself : intellectual or moral

judgments would never be tolerated there.

But children are not artists merely because they

live aesthetically. It might seem an easy transition

from my small boy s enjoyment of a tragic event

22



Theory of Art

(for the event which he enjoyed most the ex

traction of the tail was surely a tragical one,

though it wasn t a real one) it might seem a

straightforward passage from this sort of aesthetic

experience to a tragic work of art : to shall we say
&quot;

Othello.&quot; And certainly, just as that incident of

the horse s disaster was enjoyed, so also is it with

the tragedy of Othello
; it, too, tragedy as it is, is

enjoyed. And much in the same way. It is an

immediate and unhesitating enjoyment ; we are,

as we say, absorbed in the tragedy the story

becomes, for the time being, our own concern ; it

lives in us, as a profound disturbance of our natures :

and we like being so disturbed. At least, if we don t

like it, the tragedy has not come off. There ought
not to be any great difficulty, either, in the fact that

we obviously do take an interest in what Othello

thinks about it whereas the horse s point of view

was simply non-existent for the fortunate small

spectator of its anguish. But we only have to

extend the scope of the enjoyment. Why may
not Othello s torment be enjoyed in the same

unquestioning immediate manner simply as some-

23
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thing given, judged purely as itself : is it good as

torment ? So stated, this may seem either bar

barous or perverse : yet I believe it is true. But

also it seems certain to me, that this mere parallelism

of a piece of art with a piece of nature will never

give a complete account of the former. We do not

enjoy a tragedy simply as we enjoy a street accident :

though the latter kind of enjoyment is contained

in the former. I would rather say, that natural

aesthetic enjoyment is present in artistic enjoyment
as a means to an end.

But just now we are looking for the kind of matter

that is capable of what we may call pure expression :

and clearly we have found it. A thing which, when

expressed, is justified by the mere fact of being

expressed, must be something of this kind. It

must be something that has an immediate unques
tioned value of its own a face-value that does

not call for reference to anything outside itself. I

may be interested in a thing because it is true, or

good, or real, or useful
;
but also I may be interested

in it simply because I like it as itself. Of course, I

may like it for itself and also for whatever further

24
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satisfaction it may give me ;
but that is not necessary.

I may like the shape of a mountain or the pattern

of a carpet : but so far as that liking is concerned,

I do not mind whether it is a real mountain or a real

carpet. The question of its reality simply does not

1,

arise unless as a further interest, which makes no

difference to my mere liking of it.

Now experience of this kind that carries on the

face of it its own instant value that does not in

order to be valued need to bring in any intellectual

or moral or other interest
;

that is, in fact, judged

instantaneously and as it seems automatically

experience of this kind is nothing exceptional. We
may notice it clearly, perhaps, only when it has a

striking occasion : my small boy and the foundered

horse ; nursemaids at a funeral, inspecting with all

the airs of connoisseurs the grief of this mourner

and of that; the thrilling summons we all feel,

going soberly on our business, when the running
crowds tell us there has been an accident. On such

occasions we notice with a certain shock human

nature s capacity for taking things at their face-

value, for liking them as things good in themselves :

2 5
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is that one a good specimen of a mourner ? and so on.

I am told that doctors develop this capacity without

any compunction and of course, without in the

least prejudicing their sympathy. Coleridge, that

moral man or rather that most moralistic man-
made no scruple of rushing with glee to watch a

pianoforte factory on fire and then of damning it

for a failure, because all the pianos weren t burnt.

For what is a fire, first of all ? A blaze, good or

bad : and then whatever your intellectual, moral

or financial judgment may make of it. In fact,

the possibility of this kind of
&quot;

face-value
&quot;

ex

perience is the basis of every kind of conscious life.

Nay, it is rather the possibility of being consciously

alive at all : ifor it is nothing but the intuition of

whatever occurs to us or in us, and the instant

appreciation of that intuition as suchj All ex

perience, in fact, is without exception aesthetic

experience ;
but usually, I suppose, we are so

concerned with its effect on our intellectual or moral

or practical judgment that we allow the aesthetic

judgment to be swampt. In the affair of digging

out the horse, the experience of the whole party had

26
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an aesthetic aspect, but we ignored it as much as

we could
;
we never allowed it to present itself

pure, still less did we allow ourselves the primitive

and childlike liberty of enjoying it. But con

sciousness can maintain itself and take account

of itself wholly in intuitions
;
and there is a form

.of judgment which is valid there and only there.

By aesthetic judgment I mean the valuation of ex

perience as such
; and we may, therefore, confine

the term
&quot;

aesthetic experience
&quot;

to that which is

recognisably assessed by the aesthetic judgment

distinctly valued as itself, in its own immediate

interest, without submitting its matter to any

cfurther judgment. It is easy to see how this may
be in sensuous or emotional or imaginative im

pressions : and they form no doubt the usual

matter of aesthetic experience. But matter intended

for intellectual or moral or practical valuation may
also be valued aesthetically, if the mere intuition of

it as it occurs has a face-value of its own : though
this is not so common, since such experience must

always have been specially prepared for the judg
ment to which it is proceeding, and therefore seems

27
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fitted to realise its interest only outside itself i.e.

in the judgment for which it is designed.
1 But

even a train of rational thought, whether judged

intellectually as true or false, is first of all an event

in one s mental life, and can be judged simply as

an event. And so it is that rational thought can

occur not only in poetry, but as poetry : it is when

its expression there gives us, surrounding the

substantial thought, the living experience of thinking

it rationally. What we value in so-called philo

sophical poetry and music, too (as in Strauss s

;&amp;lt;

Zarathustra
&quot;)

is not a version of this or that

philosophy, but an expression of what it feels like

to be a philosopher of this or that kind.

And so, too, mathematicians, with two equally

sound solutions before them, will find one elegant

and one clumsy : clearly they are therein judging

their mathematical experience aesthetically, simply

as such without regard to its ultimate validity. The

1 This suggests another mark of aesthetic experience, defined

as experience recognisably assessed by aesthetic judgment :

viz. it does not have to be prepared for submission to the

judgment, that is to say, it is judged immediately.

28
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Aesthetic judgment can even be at variance with the

intellectual judgment. When Hobbes derives the

mental fact of imagination from the material fact

of inertia, the neat ingenuity of the argument, the

way he makes it come in pat to his ruling purpose,

nay, the very immensity of the gap he thus fantas

tically and impudently bridges all this gives me
an immediate and keen delight : judging it aestheti

cally, I applaud ;
but at the same time, judging it

intellectually, I find it to be mere nonsense.

It is well known how Nietzsche took an entirely

aesthetic delight in the idea, the intellectual experi

ence, of Eternal Recurrence : and ferociously

loving it for its own immediate value, quite apart

from its truth, he inserted it into the midst of his

system, and thereby completely deprived this of

any intellectual coherence it might have had. And
there are perhaps other instances of philosophy s

reliance on an aesthetic judgment. When the

essential congruence between the rational mind and

a rational universe is asserted, the assertion seems to

rest on an aesthetic judgment : the doctrine is not

so much true as eminently satisfactory in itself.

29
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But what I wish to emphasise now is that this

immediately interested, wholly self-reliant experi

ence which we call aesthetic is not confined to a
&quot;%.

few special kinds of matter : Ut may occur anywhere
wherever intuition is vivid enough to provide its

own
valuation.]

Ill

So we now have in its main outline the nature of

aesthetic experience : it is experience simply as

such, valued for its own sake without reference to

any judgment as to its truth or reality or moral

goodness. And anything at all can be an aesthetic

experience : even matter which is on its way to

intellectual or moral judgment can be that, so long

as it is taken at its face-value, simply as pure

experience simply as something which is just

happening in one s mind. It is the primary fact of

conscious life that we are first of all interested in

things happening simply because they do happen :

this is the interest of experience in its aesthetic

aspect, and it requires no justification except

itself.
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This aspect of life, then the value of experience

simply as such, without regard to any ulterior

value of what is experienced is the subject of

aesthetic science. With this our purpose has now

little else to do : it was only necessary for us to

find out in what aspect of life art has its origin.

But I must go on to round off this part of our

present business with the obvious assertion that it

is in this aspect of life, and only here, that things

are found to be beautiful. (JThe beauty of things

in general aesthetic experience is what we call the

beauty of nature : it is the beauty that just happens
to us, in contrast with the beauty that is deliberately

induced in us by artj But the difference is only in

the way beauty comes to us
;

the sense of beauty

is the same in either case either in nature or in

art : it is a peculiar sense of the value of things in

giving us pure and immediate experience. So far

as beauty is concerned there is no difference be

tween art and aesthetic, except that beauty must

occur in art, but as for aesthetic all we can say is

that beauty can occur in it. The fact that it can

occur in aesthetic experience will always provide
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the study of that aspect of life with its most in

teresting questions : Under what conditions does

beauty occur ? What is its nature when it does

occur ? They are notoriously baffling questions ;

but with their general form that is, as regards

natural beauty we are not concerned, except as

they enter into the specific beauty of art ; and

what I shall say of beauty must not be taken as

implying any proposal to reduce the immense

variety of natural beauty to one standard form :

all that would belong to aesthetic science. I may

say that I do not think such an attempt would

succeed, nor do I think it is required.

But there are two observations on the general

conditions and nature of beauty which are pertinent

to our enquiry. In the first place, |t must not be

assumed that aesthetic experience merely has to be

enjoyed in order to be beautiful.
\

I can quite easily

like a state of things wholly for its own immediate

quality without finding beauty in it
;
and it seems

clear to me that it is even possible to like ugliness

without in the least pretending that it is beauty.

It is, at any rate, clear that the scope of aesthetic
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interest is vastly larger than that covered by the

sense of beauty. But in the second place, what is

this sense of beauty ? Is it the sense of some

quality persisting through all the multitudinous

forms which beauty can take ? If so, no wonder

aesthetic science has so far been puzzled to account

for it. But here brevity requires the airs of

dogmatism beauty is not a quality of things. (The
sense of beauty is the sense of ourselves passing

the final aesthetic judgment on certain crucial forms

of pure experience^ By virtue of it we completely

experience the complete judgment of experience.

This may not greatly diminish the puzzle of beauty :

but it at least shows us where to look for its elucida

tion in ourselves. It absolves us from the diffi

culty of taking beauty as a thing perceived : the

difficulty, namely, of showing what is the factor

common to the infinite variety of
&quot;

beautiful

perceptions.&quot; But an infinite variety of things

may come up before one judgment, so long as they
are all in the condition which that judgment requires

for its operation. And this condition we have al

ready found the condition of aesthetic experience :
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which is no more than the condition of being

presented merely as an experience. I am only now

concerned with the beauty that occurs specifically

in art : and there, even more than in nature, beauty

seems unintelligible except as 4 judgment which we

pass on certain forms of experience . } Moreover,

the judgment of beauty is not, I believe, anything

set apart from the rest of spiritual life. There is

but one faculty of judgment ;
and according to the

sphere in which it operates, its final verdicts are

given as truth, morality or beauty. They are

different verdicts, and must never be confused :

but, as they all emanate from the same faculty, I

do not believe they will ever irreducibly contradict

one another.

Let me briefly illustrate, in two instances, this

view that beauty is a form of judgment, before I

pass to the specific problem of art. Both these

instances will be found to have their bearing on that

problem, although they belong to what, in contrast

with art, I have called nature : in fact, one belongs

to engineering, and the other to metaphysics. My
engineering instance is a locomotive. If an engineer
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alluded to some locomotive as a beautiful design,

he might, for all I know, have things like boiler

pressure and coal consumption and indicated horse

power in his mind : in that case he would be

experiencing his professional knowledge and judging

it aesthetically, just as a surgeon does when he

speaks of a beautiful operation. But I am rather

thinking of what the ordinary man means when

he calls a locomotive a beautiful design : and, at

any rate, he means the mere look of the thing, as

when he calls a face or a hill beautiful ; surgery

does not seem to provide a parallel here. Does he

find some common quality in a locomotive, a face,

and a hill ? He may : but if we are to make his

sense of beauty depend, in these three things, on

perception of a common quality, we must, in all

three, ignore certain other qualities which clearly

enter into that sense. And what is the quality

common to these three things, and also to the song

of a lark and an act of self-sacrifice ? Those also I

find beautiful. Not one of the five was meant to

give me beauty. But I find that I can contemplate

each one of them as an experience immediately
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satisfactory in itself, without requiring me to

justify it by my knowledge of the thing s purpose. ;

I do not have to know how many tons a locomotive

can pull at how many miles an hour in order to

find its design beautiful. But I do not only find

that I can appreciate a locomotive, a face, a hill, a

lark s song, and an act of self-sacrifice as providing

me with experience which can be judged pure and

as itself, without needing a judgment of its purpose.
I find also that this aesthetic judgment can, in each

of these cases, assume a finality, beyond which I

cannot conceive that judgment of this kind can go.

The sense that I am passing this finality of aesthetic

judgment on these things, and that they not only

can bear it but require it, is my sense of their

beauty. r~
Now I said, a while ago, that in art aesthetic

experience is consciously directed to a foreordained

end
;
but it will be clear by this that it is to an end

which still resides within aesthetic experience : the

end is, in fact, nothing but the expression of this

as such. When a locomotive is designed, how

ever, there is not the least intention of submitting
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it to aesthetic judgment ;
it is wholly designed to

a practical end, and its existence is to be justified

by its achievement of that end. A locomotive is

therefore not a work of art. Yet it may be beautiful.

And for the very reason that it does evidently ex

hibit its ability to achieve its end. I do not have

to test that
;
and I may be deceived : a locomotive

may much more look the embodiment of powerful

speed than it actually is. But so long as it does

look that, I want no more for its aesthetic judgment.
I do not even have to formulate to myself what the

object of a locomotive is. The eminently satis

factory thing about its appearance is that one single

purpose presides over the concerted assemblage of

its parts : and if its wholeness is such that the

appearance of every noticeable part clearly con

tributes to the complete appearance of one supreme
and inclusive function, then it obviously reaches

that self-contained perfection of aesthetic experience

which requires finality of aesthetic judgment : it

is beautiful. On the other hand, locomotives

which do perfectly achieve their practical end may
not be beautiful : simply because their ability to
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justify their existence practically is not apparent

or rather their singleness of function is not evidently

and unmistakably presiding over their whole struc

ture. But the ugliness of the early locomotives is

merely apparent inefficiency. Compare them with

the superb beauty of a L.N.W. six-coupled express

engine or a G.N. &quot;

Atlantic.&quot;

I am far from suggesting that adaptation to an

end is always beautiful : and very far from suggest

ing that beauty is always an adaptation to an end.

But when it is paramount in appearance when,

in fact, this supremacy of end as such over means

forms the staple of an aesthetic experience, and is

irresistibly evident then it may well be taken as

the type of that crucial form of aesthetic experience

which calls for finality of aesthetic judgment. It

will soon appear that the beauty peculiar to art is

due to the fact that aesthetic experience is there

presented for judgment in an exactly similar form.

Observe that I do not say that the harmony of parts

in a purposeful whole is beauty, but that by reason

of this the experience of contemplating such an

object occurs in a condition which makes it possible
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for aesthetic judgment to attain to beauty. There

may be there almost certainly are other con

ditions which also make that possible. But that is

for aesthetic science to investigate. I have not,

indeed, attempted to explain the sense of beauty.

If it really is a sense of passing final judgment it

will most likely prove inexplicable : for the judg
ment being the faculty to which even intellection

must report if it is to get a decision, it does not

seem possible to make out how the nature of

judgment is to be exhibited i.e. how intellection,

which can only refer to judgment, is to present

judgment for judgment.
I was, perhaps, over-hasty in assuming that the

engineer was indifferent to aesthetic judgment in

his designing of locomotives : it is probably there

as a sort of instinct, deciding his choice of several

possible modes of structure : just as the mathe

matician, of two equally valid proofs, will in

stinctively choose the more elegant that, namely,
in which the means more evidently betray the

supremacy of the end. I don t know how it may be

with mathematicians
;
but with locomotive engineers
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it is remarkable how readily the English allow their

designs to yield an aesthetic justification. I can

well imagine future millionaires of taste collecting

English locomotives as nowadays they collect Greek

vases.

And now for my metaphysical instance. Since

Plato, and the discovery (or rather the intelligible

exposition) of
&quot;

universals,&quot; man has been haunted

by the notion of Absolute Beauty : not the abstract

idea of beauty (which universalises beauty by

impoverishing it) ;
but a reality independent of

temporal experience, by virtue of which all our

fleeting occasions of beauty are made possible, as

it imparts itself downward through the scale of

being ;
and this, since it includes every conceivable

occurrence of beauty, universalises beauty by a

limitless enrichment. Of the philosophical value

of universals I am not now to speak ; but the

aesthetic value of this philosophic conception of a

universal and absolute beauty is immense, and has

often been celebrated. One is loth to give it up.

Yet if beauty is not a quality of things, but a judg
ment of the experience of things, what is to come of
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absolute beauty ? It seems to me that beauty as

judgment not only leaves absolute beauty still con

ceivable, but rescues it from that suspicion of

fantasy and futility which is apt to cling to the

Platonic Idea. Where, how, in what existence,

does the Idea of Beauty eternalise its perfection ?

The question must leave us gaping, if the Idea is a

universal quality. But take it as judgment. Why,
then, absolute beauty is nothing but the whole

universe and sum of things experiencing itself and

judging its self-experience to be beautiful. It

would be in this way.
If beauty is the subject s own judgment, then

no subject, no beauty. We must accept that for

individual subjects. But how if there be a universal

subject ? If we assume totality of things, I see

not why we should not also assume that totality

is an experience. An experience of what ? Clearly,

of itself, and as totality. In that case, it must be a

purely aesthetic experience ;
for the self-experience

of totality can only be valid in itself and as itself.

But if there can be intuitional experience in totality,

it can be judged, and there will be the sense of
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judging it
;

for this belongs to intuition. And the

judgment of this experience can only be a finality

of all possible judgment ; which may bear the same

relation to any possible judgment that infinity

bears to number. And the self-experience of the

universal subject judging its own experience with

eternal finality will be absolute beauty. Note, too,

that experience in totality can only be presented for

judgment in perfection of the form which we have

already taken as the typical condition of the judg
ment of beauty. The universal subject can only

experience itself as the perfect coherence of parts

in the whole, as the complete manifestation of an

inclusive function (i.e. whole existence) dominating,

yet requiring and maintained by, every fraction of

its appearance (and here appearance is one with

reality).

Now if this be absolute beauty, it is the type of

every work of art, in a much more recognisable

manner than the idea of beauty as universal quality

can be. For in the first place, a work of art cannot

be other than, as far as its scope extends, a world

of coherent parts harmonised into self-contained
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unity. And in the second place, it is a world which

experiences itself
;

for no work of art exists until

it has occurred, by transference from the artist s

mind, in the mind of some reader, hearer or be

holder (whom, for convenience, we shall call

recipient) : it is a world, therefore, made out of

the recipient s consciousness of experience ;
and

in fact is, for the time being, the same thing as his

self-consciousness. While the work of art exists,

its world is the mode of the recipient s self-conscious

experience ;
and is therefore, conversely, a world

experiencing itself. And this is a world of coherent

parts manifesting throughout an ultimate unity.

It is nothing but a model, in the experience of an

individual subject, of the absolute beauty in the

experience of the universal subject.

IV

The difficult part of our business lies in these

prolegomena. But if we can now assume as I have

described it the nature of the aesthetic aspect of

life, and can then agree on the relation of art to it,
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we shall find that a not very troublesome analysis

of the latter will give us a comprehensive and

workable theory of art. As to the relation of art

to aesthetic experience, there seems no possibility

of disagreement here. Art is the expression of

aesthetic experience. The artist transfers his ex-

perience to the recipient ;
and we can therefore

look on artistic expression either as getting some

thing out (the artist s point of view), or as taking

something in (the recipient s) : the something in

both cases being aesthetic experience but specialised:

specialised in the act of getting it out and in the

act of taking it in. JPer art is always purposive ;

the_expejrience in which it originates must be col

lected. intii_jHiej:p^^ ,

the purpose of it being_npthing^ but to transform

the experience into expression. From this it will

followthat cvcrypart of a work of art must Be

there in the interests of the whole. This is from

the artist s point of view. But also the recipient

accepts a work of art as being an act of deliberate

will : the purpose of it being from his point of

view to effect a transformation of_ypr/acoirm
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experience ;
and he will not, therefore, accept any

part of the expression solely in its own immediate

interest, but also in the interest of the complete

impression he knows the artist designs to make on

him. But it does not make much difference in the

theory of art whether we look on it from the artist s

side or the recipient s
;

I shall take it now from

one and now from the other as convenience suggests.

Well, this is the first thing which is implied when
we say that art is the expression of aesthetic ex

perience ;
and you will see at once what an immense

gulf it puts between art and the beauty of nature :

the gulf is that unfathomable thing, an act of

individual will. But let us look more closely at

what
&quot;

expression
&quot;

in this connection means ; and

then we shall be ready to look into the way

expression comes about.

The word expression as it is strictly used in

philosophy does not mean the same thing as com

munication. . Several theorists, having assumed, as

they must, that art is expression, go on to point

out that expression is not communication
; andv

conclude from that thatcommunication is a mere
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accident in art, as though the artist in his work were

just talking to himself, and we happen along and

overhear what he is saying. This is mere con

fusion, and comes of theorising from some philo

sophical prejudice or other, instead of from the

fact of art. WhatJiappefts-when an artist makes

a work of art ? He makes his experience^com-
municable : and in order to make it exactly and

perfectly so he~wnT spend the&quot; whole tofce~0f his

spirit. And what happens when we receive a work

of art ? An experience- is -communicated to us :

and we know that when that happens, we are..com

pleting the arch which the artist himself could only

half build. This arch, however, is not merely the

artist s appeal to his audience, but, as the result of

that, the explicit attainment of a certain perfection,

not yet definable
;
the desire of this may well be

urgent in the artist s mind, but is wholly dependent
on his ability to make his matter communicable.

If aesthetic experience is the condition of art s

activity, the essence of its activity is communica

tion.

A man is looking at a landskip and finding it
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beautiful. But he is not thereby creating a work of

art
; it would take an aesthetic philosopher to say

that, and he could only say it in the poor sophism
that the man is creating a private little work of

art of his own and enjoying it all by himself. There

is no such thing as a private work of art : all art

is public property that is in the meaning of the

word &quot;

art.&quot; Yet in the strict philosophical sense

the man s experience has been expressed : it has

been expressed by the mere fact of being distinctly

and decisively known. Out of the flux of his

existence this momentary arrangement of its factors

has been seized hold of by his attention and held

up for contemplation : it has been isolated and,

as it^wprf^ f;ryst^^iscd into what we mny call an

image. Tfes is internal expression : and every

aesthetic experience is, in this sense, its own ex

pression by the mere tact ot distinctly^joccurring.

Now suppose this man is an artist. He desires,

therefore, jto_achieye expression of his_experience.

But if it is expression in the strictly limited sense,

he has got it
;
he need do nothing more. Yet we

know that he will show himself specifically to be
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an artist by the precise fact that he will do something
more. He does not begin to be an artist until he

begins to publish his experience. The expression

he desires to achieve is external expression. You

may say he is merely recording his experience. But

for whose inspection ? For his own ? Certainly :

but only for his own ? Ask any artist, if you can

charm him into a moment of candour. Or ask

yourself, What are ^picture, .exhibitions for, what

are publishing firms for, what are concerts
,

for ?

Art requires the publicjust as_xertainly as-4fae

public requires art. Take away his audience and

you take away the artist s function. This is nothing

exceptional. I suppose an engineer builds bridges

for his own satisfaction
;

but would he build

them if there were no one to go over them ?

And indeed we must either assume that art is

fundamentally a publication of experience ; .or else

we must assume_that_artjias_jao function or has it

only as an epiphenomenon. But a function that is

an epiphenomenon is an absurdity ;
and to conceive

an activity as functionless is to be intellectually

incoherent. If we suppose that art can be under-
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stood, we suppose that it has a function, and that

this is necessary. But this can only mean, that art

necessarily publishes itself : for how else could it

function ?

All this could, however, be put more simply, if

more brusquely, thus : if the function of art be

wholly private to the artist, why should he be at

sucK pains to perfect an intelligible~oufward expres

sion ? And if it &quot;Be &quot;said that he ~Ts~ under no

obligation to do this, the answer is that unless he

produce something in which others can share, he

has not produced what is called art. An artist fails

in so far as he keeps his matter to himself; and

especially he thereby fails to achieve for his matter

that perfection of its existence which we shall have

to consider at the end of this enquiry.

External expression then publication there can

be ho art without that
; and, of course, it supposes

first the artisl ^mtej^aljgirjre.ssioji. Now let this

man of ours be so moved by the beauty of his

experience that he exclaims something : How

lovely ! What colours ! What lines and masses !

That ia_xternal expression ; but it is not art. He
D 49
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is not expressing his experience : he is only ex-

pressjng his opinion of it though, of course, his

opinion is part of his experience. Or, on the other

hand, suppose he expressed himself simply and

solely as an instrument of vision ; suppose he could

make himself a sort of camera and set down merely

the j2^Lgti_of_his^ experience, whatever that _may
mean ; that might be painting, but it would not

be art. I don t think it could be done, though
there are painters who get very near it ;

I don t

think it possible to pick out of a visual experience

that which is simply the brain s use of lens and

retina. But if it could be done, it would not be

art because, once more, it would only give part of

the experience. When we say that art consists of the

expression of experience, we mean the expression

of whole experience : both of the substance which

the world contributes by being experienced and

simultaneously of the value which the mind con

tributes by experiencing. There must always be

two parties to an experience^-aad-we mayjjroadly
mark tKem out as .that-.which,makes-th^-oeeasion

and that which exploits the occasion. But, of course,
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the occasion and its exploitation become one in the

experience : they both exist as the experience.

Thus it would be misleading for our purpose to

speak of what is experienced and what experiences ;

with the latter we are not concerned, and the

former is equally occasion and exploitation an

occasion, indeed, that exists by being exploited.

It is clear that the mind itself can contribute the

occasion of ^17 xperiefie^ Thisr~ happens, for

example, when the experience is wholly of the

kind we call thought. Thus Darwin in the
&quot;

Origin

of Species
&quot;

gives us simply what we may variously

call the object, substance or occasion of an experi

ence : an argument, or process of intellection.

And the book for just that reason is not art. It

would have been art if the technique which ex

pressed the substance had simultaneously been a

technique which expressed the pains and fervours,

the sense of laborious diligence and of flashing

insight, the troublesomeness and the exultation,

which accompanied this great argument. For then

he would have been expressing experience as such

and as a whole Darwin s matter and Darwin s
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sense of it. Just this thought enveloped in the

whole experience of thinking is what Lucretius

did express, thereby supremely achieving art. De

Rerum Naturd is not an expression simply of a train

of thought, but equally of Lucretius flaming

exultation in the belief that his thought explained

the world. And we read the poem not to learn

what Lucretius thought, but because he can com

municate to us the sublime experience of being

made by intellect equal to our destiny.

Thus experience must first be single intuition

before consciousness can discriminate object and

subject in it : and art expresses experience before

analysis has begun to work on it
; or, once more,

experience simply as such. We here abandon

altogether the notion that art is an imitation of

objects.* Objects are extracted from experience,

and art notoriously fails to imitate them. Imitation

is then said to be modified ; but how ? and why ?

We dispense with all these vexatious difficulties.

Untruth can never be modified into truth. Art

1 Aristotle s
&quot;

action
&quot;

is always used by him in a sense that

can be equated with imaginative experience.
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does not imitate objects, but t^ experiences in

which the objects occur, at a stage before they have

become objects. But art can imitate experience

in terms of its objects (as technique) ;
and then

we know how and why it fails to imitate the object.

So we have found that two things are implied

when we say, art is the expression of experience.

First, the expression must be public, or external :

second, it must express experience as a whole and

that is neither what I give nor what the world gives,

but both together.

But suppose now our man of the landskip does

proceed to a work of art. He will then have recorded,

we. will assume, an experience of beauty. But he-

will have done much more than that
;

he will

have added to the natural beauty he will have

wholly enveloped it in a beauty that cannot

occur in nature, a beauty that belongs peculiarly- to

art : the beauty that resides in the me*e- faet-o

expression. You would see that at once if the work

of art we are supposing were music or a poem ;
but

it would be no less certain if the natural beauty
the beauty of the experience which was equally
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composed of what his eyes saw and what his spirit

valued if this had been expressed by the skill of

painting. And it is the_jnejce-aGt that all the- arts,

whatever the medium of their technique, begin in

the same &quot;kind-of experience namely, aesthetic,

and end in the same kind of specialisation of it

the beauty of its whole expression : it is this fact

that enables us to do what otherwise would scarcely

appear an obvious thing to do : that is, to bring

music, poetry, painting, sculpture and architecture

into one class.

We go on then to enquire more exactly into two

questions which apply to all art : what kind of

experience art requires, and what kind of beauty
it specifically achieves as art. The first question

might seem to have been already sufficiently

answered : art, we say, is the expression of aesthetic

experience. If nothing more than this is required

to account for art as regards its matter, we have no

right to add to it that is, to limit it. The only

limitation of it we need consider is one which is

flagrantly contradicted by art itself, but is never

theless so commonly assumed that it should be
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disposed of. Most writers on these topics assume

that in art an experience is first judged to be beauti

ful and then expressed. The most cursory survey

of any art will show the falsity of this. There is no

necessity that the experience which is expressed

must have been beautiful
;

there is solely the

necessity that whatever art expresses must become

beautiful in the expression. Instances jump to

one s mTricTbf nobly beautiful works of art express

ing something which we can still feel in the art

through the beauty of it as not beautiful. It has

not then become beautiful ? Yes, it has
;

so long

as it remains simply the thing in expression. But

when we have the feeling I have just mentioned,

we have been performing a feat which is often

supposed impossibly difficult, but which is in fact

the easiest thing in the world. We have been con

sidering the matter of art apart from its technique :

criticism of the most elementary kind. We have

allowed the work of art to occur in us i.e. to

communicate its motive
;

and then we are taking

the experience of this as finally communicated and

valuing it by itself of course, aesthetically. This
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could only be held impossible if the originating

experience and its communication were held to be

the same thing ;
and that, we shall soon see, is

far from the truth. But note that while our minds

rest in criticism, we are temporarily destroying the

work of art
; for^art is not only the expression of

aesthetic experience ;
its existence is the aesthetic

experience of that expression, this latter experience

having expression only in the strict sense i.e.

internal expression. Where I have to deal precisely

with these two layers of aesthetic experience in art,

I shall distinguish them thus : the experience

which art exists to express, its motive or origin, or

inspiration, I shall call impulsive experience ; , this

is what happened to the artist, and moved him to

design its communication in a work of art. But the

experience of taking jin a work of art, of accepting- it

as communication, the experience which gives it

existence as art, I shall call expressive experience.

For most tfieoreticaljpuj^xisee^he artist s experience

is impulsiv&^Jhe recipients is expressive ; but

evidently the artist not only experiences his inspira

tion, but his own activity in expressing it. Obviously
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impulsive experience is throughout implied by

expressive experience, and as something ultimately

distinguishable ;
for the whole business of art

rests on the supposition that an impulsive experience

can be recognised as the result of its communication,

though to recognise it is not necessarily to formulate

it in words : indeed, no accurate formulation of it

will be possible except to repeat that which yielded

the expressive experience i.e. the work of art

itself. It will be clear, too, that the specific beauty

of art resides in expressive experience ;
and the

statement given above about things becoming
beautiful in art may be put more concisely and

accurately thus : whatever impulsive experience

may be, expressive experience must be beautiful.

Now in the kind of criticism we have been con

sidering, what has happened is this : the expressive

experience having completed itself, the impulsive

experience has thereby been completely exhibited

as the purpose of this
;
and being thus known has

been distinguished from its vehicle and valued

apart from it. This has destroyed its existence as

art. We can, however, easily restore it to that
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condition
;
and then the impulsive experience and

its means of communication, though not the same

thing, are once more completely compounded into

a work of art which exists as expressive experience :

and to a result which must be beautiful. But now

perhaps not simply beautiful. We go back from our

criticism to our expressive experience of the work

of art (which is, for us as recipients, only the

object of this experience) with a richer contribution

to the experience from ourselves. We have now the

sense of having valued the impulsive experience as

itself, apart from the expressive experience of its

communication : and this sense now cannot but

enter into the renewal of expressive experience,

which therefore becomes much more complex. And
thus it may be that we can sharply feel the impulsive

experience as unbeautiful even within the inclusive

and conspicuously beautiful expressive experience.

It is by no means uncommon in art to feel beauty

triumphing over unbeautiful things, nay, com

pelling them to contribute to it
;
and yet even

while they are doing that they do not cease to be

unbeautiful.
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So far then from art having to originate in

beautiful experience it can actually give us the

paradoxical impression of beauty conveying a

sense of unbeautiful things. Is agony beautiful ?

We have Michelangelo s
&quot;

Dawn.&quot; Is a corpse

beautiful, and the grimaces of weeping ? We have

Mantegna s
&quot; Dead Christ.&quot; Is eternal damnation

beautiful ? We have Dante s
&quot;

Inferno.&quot; Is

drunken lechery beautiful ? We have Burns s

&quot;

Jolly Beggars.&quot; And I see not how nine-tenths of

the drama is to be accounted for as art, if art is

always to proceed from an original judgment of

beauty. But in truth it is under no such necessity.

All art has to do is to express aesthetic experience ;

and this may or may not be beautiful : that is

wholly indifferent to art. We merely require it to

communicate that kind of experience in which

things carry an immediate and spontaneous face-

value. It does not, of course, follow, that if an

aesthetic experience is unbeautiful, it is therefore

disliked ;
for as we see from everyday life, even

ugly things can be actually enjoyed. But there are

plenty of cases in which the beauty of art does
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include repulsive experience. And in these cases

it is simply a question which will win our detesta

tion of the artist s matter or our delight in his art.

With those who think it illegitimate to dislike the

matter of art (its impulsive experience) I do not

stop to argue ;
I am concerned with the facts of

art, not of human nature. It must, however, be

remarked that when the matter of art is found

repulsive, this is perhaps always due to some

contamination of aesthetic experience with ulterior

judgment, especially moral. But the main fact of

art in this present stage of my argument is that

aesthetic experience of any kind whatever is valid

for art
;
and if this be not beautiful experience, it is

no part of the business of art to bamboozle us into

believing it beautiful
;

art merely has to make the

presentation of it beautiful : that is, to envelop

it completely in the beauty which comes of its

perfect expression.
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v

We are assuming that the expression is perfect, or

as perfect as it can be. It would seem strange, if

beauty were a perceptible quality, to make it reside

in such a thing as expression ;
but quite what we

should expect, I think, if beauty is a judgment
the sense of a finality of judgment on aesthetic

experience. For what in the expressive experience

of art is the crucial thing ? Of course it is the fact

that this experience is the experience of an expres

sion : expression as such is the essential thing we

have to judge, so long as it is a work of art we are

judging, and not the destruction of it in criticism.

If during expressive experience the emergence of

its purpose its impulsive experience suddenly

and strikingly extends its scope or sharpens its

definition, in just the way required for establishing

and individualising it, then surely, this being

aesthetically appreciated, we have precisely the

experience we should expect to be judged beautiful.

Take any line of poetry notably beautiful, and
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analyse as far as you can what is occurring when you

appreciate its beauty ;
and however keenly you

analyse, you will find that that which is occurring is

nothing but the acceptance for its own sake of some

trenchant decision or exquisite delicacy of complex

expression. We know more and feel more about

that which the poet is communicating to us : some

thing perhaps which would never have occurred to

us as possible to be known or felt about it
;
but it

is the accomplishment of this that we judge beautiful.

The same analysis will give the same result in any
art. What is the beauty of a graphic design or a

musical melody ? Or rather, not what is the

beauty, but what is the design or melody effecting

in us when, and whereby, its beauty occurs ?

Surely it is effecting nothing else but the broadly

or subtly decisive establishment of itself. And
that is its expression. But in a fragmentary analysis

of a work of art, we must remember that beauty is

only one (the final) kind of aesthetic judgment.
Thus the phrase which opens Beethoven s 5th

Symphony seems to me grandly impressive, but not

beautiful
; my judgment is seized and at once
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suspended ; this is something, I feel, which is

warning me ; what this phrase means is, that it is

to be followed up. And it instantly is followed up

by a repetition of itself at harmonic intervals which

forms an inclusive period of melody : and this is

decisive in itself, this is beautiful. The second

subject, however, as soon as it is enounced, is

beautiful
;

it completely establishes itself. But it

is one of the chief vices of criticism to take a work

of art fragmentarily. Every part of it, and every

judgment of its parts, must be accounted for in the

completed whole. And herein, in the work as a

whole, artistic expression provides us with aesthetic

experience in a form which we have already recog

nised as remarkably conducive to the judgment of

beauty. The experience which is the motive of

art (its impulsive experience) may, as we have

seen, be very complex : it may have an object of

most intricate structure and promote in me a

most intricate system of associations. In any

case, there is the complexity of object and subject.

All this will be one experience, and as such must

be expressed. To draw the expression of these
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intricacies together into a single resultant expression

must conspicuously give a form of end as such

mastering and presiding over means ;
and nothing

is more likely than this, when aesthetically ex

perienced, to yield a sense of beauty. It is clear,

moreover, that end presiding over means is nothing
but another aspect of expression. It would be

improper, although it may sometimes be convenient,

to say that artistic beauty is expression. Beauty is

superadded to expression. In the experience of

expression, the sense of beauty may occur as the

sense of radiant finality in aesthetically judging it

as such.

A corollary of this view, that the specific beauty
of art is the sense of just expression, would be that

no genuine artist would trouble to ask himself,

while he is at work, whether his art is going to be

considered beautiful or not. And as this is certainly

the case it confirms this view very strongly. It is

the amateur artist who worries himself with anxiety

to create beauty. Now if he has his mind on

beauty, the only beauty he can think of is the

beauty that has already been created : there is no
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other. There is the general condition under which

beauty can occur in art, but there is no general

beauty of art : there is only an individual beauty

here and another there : and each is, of course,

peculiar to its occasion in our view, the particular

expression of particular matter. Hence all he can

do, if his mind is set on beauty, is to adapt the

beauty that has already been created and try to fit

it into his own purpose. And hence, the amateur

artist. The genuine artist does not bother about

beauty ; he does not need to. He has something
to express ;

to get it expressed is the sole business

of his art
;
and all he is anxious about is to achieve

expression complete and just and unequivocal. He
knows that if he can do so his work cannot fail to

be beautiful
;

for such expression, experienced and

judged as such, becomes beauty by being so judged.
This is the artist s sincerity ;

to attend faithfully

and laboriously to the utterance which will say

exactly what is in him, neither more nor less
;

to attend to this without allowing the reward of it

beauty to divide his mind, and perhaps pre

judice him in his selection of means. A work of
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art, in fact, is not created in order to be beautiful ;

beauty is the sign that it has succeeded in being a

work of art.

Evidently, we are now rid of the notion that

artistic beauty can be ornament ; that is, a beauty

somehow existing in its own right but fastened on

from without to the theme of art. Yet it is not

impossible for ornament to occur in art, but not

as belonging to the beauty which is specifically

artistic. There are three possible ways in which

beauty may be present in a work of art, but only

one of them is a necessary characteristic of art.

First, the original inspiration may have been an

experience judged beautiful. Equally it may not

have been that
;

but if it was beautiful, then it

would have so maintained itself through the ex

pressive experience. Clearly, however, this is not

properly artistic, but natural beauty. Secondly,

there may be natural beauty incidental to the

medium as such, e.g. quality of colour, quality of

tone, quality of vowel sequence. It is exceedingly

unlikely that this will be independent of expressive

intention
;

and if it is not independent, it will
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belong to the third mode of beauty. But if it is,

then as an accidental beauty needlessly attached

to the specific fact of art it will be, in the strict

sense, ornament : i.e. a natural beauty clinging to

artistic beauty. Thirdly, there is the beauty of

expression. This there must be in art, and this

is the beauty peculiar to art ;
and we have seen

what form of experience it seems necessarily to

imply.

If the beauty of art is the judgment of an aesthetic

experience (i.e. expressive experience) which mani

festly presents itself as adaptation of means to end,

it is nothing exceptional (the specific thing being

what means to what end). We have seen just this

in the beauty of a locomotive
;
and it is the same

with the much celebrated beauty of shipping.
1

Anchors, lines of prow and stern, rigging, masts,

funnels and the rest they are all beautiful without

the slightest intention of being beautiful simply

because, in the aesthetic experience of them, nothing

1 See the admirable account of this in Castiglione s
&quot;

II

Cortegiano.&quot; Castiglione is, of course, not justified in making
out that all beauty assumes this form.
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can be clearer than their complete manifestation of

functional design : in each of them, a single end

harmonises and controls the means. So all the

means of art are manifestly designed to achieve an

end
;

and beauty is the sign of success. An in

teresting enquiry suggests itself here. Can a simple

experience be judged beautiful ? If so, would its

expression be art ? We must first be sure what a

simple experience is. A colour has been suggested.

It is questionable whether I can have an experience

that is merely red, though as a wholly imaginary

affair it is not inconceivable. But supposing I can

have it, there will be in the experience not only

the red, but how red affects me. I do not see what

technique painting could find to express such an

experience ;
but obviously the technique of poetry

could express it, and, if successful, the expression

would be art, and beautiful. An abstract idea seems

the only thing that could give a simple experience.

And it happens that an abstract idea is the only

thing for which language has a really adequate

expression. Not that the idea of beauty is the same

thing as the word &quot;

Beauty
&quot;

;
but divest the idea
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of all concretion and emotional or other association,

and thus abstracted there is no more in the idea

than is given by the word.
;&amp;lt;

Beauty,&quot; then, is the

perfect expression of the idea of beauty. But the

word &quot;

beauty
&quot;

is not therefore a work of art, and

it is not beautiful. So that if the thing expressed is

really simple, its expression will yield neither art

nor beauty. From which we may perhaps conclude,

that art is the expression of some degree of com

plexity ;
and that the beauty which comes of

expression will not occur unless there is the manifest

appearance of means adapted to an end.
&quot;

Beauty
&quot;

being the mere label of the idea gives no sense of

adaptation. It may be remarked here that, although

the word &quot;

Beauty
&quot;

as the expression of abstract

beauty is not beautiful, yet, since an intellectual

process can be aesthetically experienced, a definition

of beauty might be beautiful
;

for in the experience

of defining beauty there would necessarily unite

the idea of beauty and its definition, and the defini

tion would be adaptation of means to an end. The
conditions of expressive beauty would, therefore,

be satisfied : complex unity and adaptation. The
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notion of a definition of beauty which is itself

beautiful would perhaps be shocking to logicians,

since it is an indefinite regress. The proper infer

ence would seem to be that beauty is not logically

defined
; or, more completely, that the idea of

beauty is an indefinite idea, i.e. not strictly an idea

at all, but rather a sense of the possibility of a

certain judgment.
We may notice one more implication in the

doctrine that art is the expression of aesthetic

experience. Art is said to be disinterested. There

is no doubt of this as regards its motive, the im

pulsive experience. Since this is aesthetic, and

bears its own value, it is obviously both morally and

intellectually disinterested it is not to be valued as

either good or true. What is even more important,

it is not to be valued as real. Look, for instance,

at that old and vexatious problem of dramatic

illusion. Once grasp what aesthetic experience is,

and the problem vanishes. We are in a world

which is neither reality nor illusion : such a valua

tion simply does not arise. We do not ask whether

the man on the stage is really Hamlet ;
we do not
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ask if we are really at Elsinore. We know he is an

actor
;
we know we are in a theatre, with a female

hat in front and a man behind who doesn t know

what to do with his legs. Yet we accept the acting

as the fortunes of Hamlet, and the play takes place

at Elsinore. Shall we call this, with Coleridge,
&quot;

willing suspension of unbelief
&quot;

? We do not

have to suspend what does not occur. We neither

believe nor disbelieve in the staging ;
Mr. So-and-so

does not become the Prince of Denmark by his

well -trained gestures and celebrated voice. A
story is being told us, in a peculiarly effective

technique. Is it a good story ? Is it being well

told ? Those, and variations on them, are the

only questions that arise. If we can say Yes to

them, we are satisfied. Did the actor look Hamlet,

speak Hamlet, act Hamlet and in sum appear

Hamlet ? If so, that is all we want. There is no

illusion about it. We never think of also asking, Is

he Hamlet ? We have been living in that sphere of

experience in which there is no reality because

there is no unreality : the sphere which is prior

to the troublesome distinction between seeming
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and being, the sphere in which the only relevant

valuation is immediate face-value.

The specialisation of natural aesthetic experience

into the experience communicated by art makes,

then, no difference as regards its characteristic

quality its disinterestedness. But as it is taken

in, during the experience of its artistic communi

cation (while it is expressive experience, that is) it

is not completely disinterested
;

it has a value

beyond that of its immediate impression. Yet this

is still an aesthetic value
;
the interest does not

refer beyond aesthetic judgment. It is simply that

every part of a work of art exists both in its own

immediate interest and in the mediate interest of the

whole. This is clear in poetry and music, where

attention has to move through time ;
but attention

has to move also in painting, sculpture and archi

tecture : it has to move through space. In any
work of art, the whole cannot be known until we

know the parts. But while we are knowing the

parts, we also know that a whole is to be made out

of them
;

even though we have not the faintest

notion what that whole is to be. For an experience,
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however complex, must be one thing, in order to

be an experience at all. A thing is experienced

when we attend to it, and we can only attend to it

as a whole. If there are several things, there are

several acts of attention
;

and therefore several

experiences. But this singleness of experience,

given by singleness of attention, must be dis

integrated into its components in order to be

expressed. Our experience of this disintegrated

expression, however, is always interested in its

final reintegration ;
when we are to experience the

summation of all the previous experiences into a

whole, which will yield our equivalent to the

artist s original inspiration : expressive experience

will have completely signified its impulsive experi

ence.
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VI

This brings us to the final stage. We have seen

what is involved in the mere doctrine, that art is

the expression of aesthetic experience.
1 We must

now see how it is that aesthetic experience can be

artistically expressed.

The essential thing involved in artistic expression

is that th fi pypr^ssinn must also be communication.

And experience as such is essentially incommunic

able. Those are the two poles of artistic theory.

To avoid misconception of this part of our

argument, it seems desirable here to summarise its

main purpose. When an artist constructs his work

of art, he is giving us something we can experience ;

but he is not communicating an experience, he i^-

merely providing the occasion of it. He himself
^ J

1 The full statement of the doctrine should, after our last l/

discussion, now run : Art is expressive experience, aesthetically!
&amp;gt;

judged, of a complete communication of impulsive experience,

also aesthetically judged. This is offensively clumsy, and the

more elementary statement will as a rule be more useful.
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h$s been inspired by a certain experience ;
and

this, if it succeeds in organising a work of art, is

what I have called impulsive experience. But no

one can communicate experience as such. What

can be done, is to create certain objects which may
be experienced ; they make up the artist s medium.

But in any experience, even, e.g., in looking at a

landskip, there will be some features for which there

is no direct medium possible ;
and some art (e.g.

poetry) employs a medium which will be indirect

for any experience except that of simply accepting

it. The affair would be a simple one, if art were the

communication of this or that part of experience,

as everyday language is, or as a photograph is.

But art is the communication of whole experience ;

and for jmy artist, therefore, the problem is the

same : namely, to construct in his medium occasions

of smh_gYrPSivPJ ftYp-ripinrp! as will

associateJtsHf in the recipient s mind with_matter

equivalent to the artist s incommunicable inspira

tion of impulsive ftxpm p&quot;*. It-ie-obvious, there 1

what the artist makes is by no means the

same thing as what he intends. This is clear even
r- &quot;&quot;*---
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in such an apparently simple case of artistic ex

pression as Michelangelo s
&quot; Dawn &quot;

: what he

made was the figure in that posture ; anyone who
has seen it has some notion of the tragic immensity
of his intention. Our expressive experience of his

sculpture has suggested such equivalent of his

impulsive experience as we are capable of having.

I now proceed to expose the argument more

fully, and some repetition of the above must be

endured for the sake of clarity.

Man has invented various ways of communicating
what goes on inside him

;
and they work simply

because that duty has been arbitrarily imposed on

them. That is, they are symbolic. The experience

itself is j^at
in them

;.. it is \h&..meamng- -assigned to

them. If I say a thing is red, you know what I

mean ;
but only because the word was invented

precisely for the purpose of meaning that and is

always so used. It is the accepted symbol of my
sensation. But when I experience something red,

the sensation is only a part of my experience of the

colour ;
and perhaps not the most important part.

The rest of the experience is not meant by the word
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red at all, except as vaguely possible association.
( Red &quot;

as an expression of a red experience is not

only symbolic, but partial, incomplete.

Art, like any other communication of experience,

can only be a symbolic communication ;
but it

niiist, as we have seen, communicate whole ex

perience. So far at least as this is possible in a

symbolism, which can never really give the whole ;

the whole can only be given in the experience itself.

But art must be a symbolism which, at any rate,

gives all the important factors or representative

aspects of an experience : my contribution and the

world s contribution must equally be there. And
this inclusive symbolism of art will consist not

only of arbitrary symbols, such as words, but of

empirical symbols also, such as rhythm and har

mony, colour and line, which have been found to

carry with them certain psychological effects. Art

will use anything it can use, on the principle

that whatever effects a thing will be expressive

of that thing. If a triangle standing on its apex
seem insecure, and a triangle standing on its base

seem stable ; if a modulation from major to minor
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seem plangent and from minor to major seem an

access of courage; if iambic rhythm seem grave and

trochaic gay : these are evidently symbols which

may be of the greatest value to art in what we now
more exactly see to be its duty of communicating

indirectly what is directly incommunicable viz.

experience as such, in all its objective and sub

jective aspects.

Thus, to go back to our landskip painter :^^jjis
_^

art
dpje^jiat-give^asrsitnply

whdl lie seey, bill what

he feels as well. F^r whnj_h_sfps iff n^t the nrp^r*

ence, but onry~part of it. Accordingly, _in
his

picture we shall see what has never been see?r

beTprgxlEitpaTticiilnr l^ndskipsiiaped-andmanipu-
lated into an expression

-----
wliicrx* .on that occasion

j
and irLthat artist ,

of_^the 1andskip,-.pmvnked. No one ever saw

Turner s sunsets and sunrises : not even Turner

himself could see trees throwing shadows^agajjist
the sun. Turner is

n^giyiftg-ij8-^tfeing&quot;seen
at all

;

he is giving us in visual

profoun
one element it was, of course, the initiating
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element. Jin Turner s most characteristic work

this is, no doubt, unmistakable : no one could

pretend that his pictures copied nature, as they

say, whatever that may mean. But it is just the

same with Constable, with Richard Wilson, with

Cezanne : with any landskip painter, great or

small, who is an artist : and he is an artist precisely

in so far as his work records not merely what his

eyes saw but also what happened to his mind and

spirit when he saw it : the whole experience of the

man as sense, mood and intelligence.

And the richer the experience conveyed by his

handling of natural forms and colours, the greater

the work of art. The painter who knows his

trade knows just what graduations of colour, what

interrelation of masses and line in brief, what

design in detail and in whole will, in their complex

conjunction, rouse in those who receive them

such feelings as he himself felt when he not only

saw but spiritually exploited the landskip : and into

that design he modulates what he saw. And the

picture will therefore yield sensation impregnated

by emotional and spiritual significance : sensation
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which is simultaneously itself and its own inter

pretation and that not by uncertain suggestion,

but by definite evocation. But the picture has not

directly communicated the artist s experience ;
it

has done so indirectly, by a symbolism which

employs certain empirical facts of human nature

recognisable and reliable facts of the psychological

reverberations of sensation.

All this is equally true, and more obvious, in the

other kinds of painting. And so with sculpture.

Sculpture has continually claimed as with the

Egyptians, the medieval sculptors, the mysterious

and superb artists of Easter Island, and to-day

Epstein, Gill and Mestrovic the right to do what

it likes with the human figure ;
a right also claimed

for drawing and painting by, e.g., the Byzantines,

the Sienese, El Greco and William Blake. It is

no more than a claim to make the human figure

conspicuously symbolic of whatever supersensuous

significances can be transmitted through its sem

blance, modulated into their expression. Yet when

that semblance is modulated into the same kind of

symbolism without any loss as semblance as it
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is in Greek sculpture, in Donatello, Verrocchio,

della Quercia, even in Michelangelo and Rodin-

it seems to me that the art is, I will not say better,

but greater : and not because it is more &quot;

true to

nature,&quot; but because the experience it conveys is

richer, since in it the sensuous and emotional

value of the human figure itself is not truncated,

and yet it may be symbolic of the world of spiritual

significance.

There have recently stirred in the art of painting

and drawing several movements Post-Impres

sionism, Cubism, Vorticism which are all alike

in this : they tend to rely wholly on the psycho

logical effects of design, of composition. Now

experience consists of its occasion and its exploita

tion. In Cubism and the rest, it may~eitheinbe
that the emphasis is on the exploitation, or, what is

more likely, that the occasion is provided far more

by the artist s inner than his outer life. More

exactly we may say that the tendency in such art

is to keep only the expressive experience sensuous

communicating thereby a supersensuous impulsive

experience. Such art, relying on inner life for its
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impulsive experience, is of the same kind with that

usually called Romantic. Its opposite is Realistic,

in which the experience belonging to outer life

predominates and is but scantily supplied from

inner life. Not necessarily better, but greater than

either of these, is Classical art, in which inner and

outer life meet as equals in the impulsive experience

conveyed no less than in the expressive experience

conveying it, and not only meet, but interpenetrate

and interpret one another
; such art is greater

than Realistic and Romantic, simply because it

is richer.

I have preferred to exemplify the symbolic nature

of artistic expression in the arts of painting and

sculpture because these are usually called Repre
sentative arts, as though they had the special duty of

portraying the objects of sensuous experience. We
can only allow them to be Representative in the

sense that they fashion their symbolic imagery

entirely out of the perceptions which originated

their whole content i.e. the complete and complex

experience which began in a visual perception ;

and even this is by no means invariably true of
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them. But what has been argued of the symbolic

efficacy of Representative art is obvious when we

turn to poetry, music and architecture. In fact,

all the arts have the same problem of expression

to solve. All must find a technique of symbolism,

whether arbitrary or empirical, which the recipient

can take in with pleasure, and which can be relied

on to translate itself in his mind into an ultimate

aesthetic experience equivalent to that which in

spired the artist.

It can now be seen that the genesis of a work of

art has two stages. There is first an experience,

aesthetically valued. It may be of anv Pflt
nrF ,

a^-naL*

or imaginative, sensuous or emotional, intellectual

,
or ail or any of these -combined, so long^as

valued oimply as cxpciiuiLU. It need nut be

MI_jLnd--tyBr^ubli&liiiig and defiiiing

,_a^jtjs^h^l^isoiateji&amp;gt;-2iid necessarily a unity^

in attention, realising all its internal potentialities,

and~havtng mostTprobably drawn in and assimilated

many outlying. asso&amp;lt;riatioTiS Ihis
&quot;

any case of twofold origin as matter and value,

occasioir&quot;and exploitation, and in the end probablj
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on both sides highly complex ;
this becomes, in

the mere fact of being vividly and completely

apprehended, its own expression what we have

called-; internal expression.
Ti&quot;g

ception nf a work of art ;^anjjjt resultsJiLwIiat

may call an image* or establisht security of in-

tuition, which is to be the inspiration of the work

of art. It is the image, then, that is the impulsive

experience of a work of art. We may note, as

matters of psychological rather than of aesthetic

interest, first, that the prolonged attention and the

elucidation and elaboration of associated suggestion,

which result in the completed image, take place

in the imagination ; secondly, that the force of

the image is motor : it tends to discharge itself

out of the mind, i.e. by exterflaJUe^prcssioii
; aad

the&quot; idea of complete externalisation is the same as

the idea of communication.

But this image is incommunicable. And the

specific activity of the artist is not involved in this

stage ; though, when that activity successfully

occurs this stage of conception must evidently be

considered as belonging to it, since it is necessarily
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presupposed. The artist is the man who can find

the symbolism which will indirectly, but as ac

curately as symbolism can, convey the whole

intricacy of the experience acquired in conception ;

devising for that end complex occasions of sensuous

experience, which will reliably provoke in the re

cipient such mental and emotional reactions as

will combine into a whole intricacy of experience

similar to that which inspired the artist. I use the

phrase
&quot;

mental and emotional reactions
&quot;

to mean,

quite generally, contributions to the whole resultant

experience from every region of life intellect,

moral feeling, mood, passion, sensuous and other

memory, and that which, incapable of classification,

we call spirit brought in in every degree of

association. This stage is the Technique of a work

of art.

No art can begin to exist until Conception and

Technique are complete ;
and strictly speaking

its existence occurs in, and during, the acceptance

of Technique, or expressive experience. Thus,

supposing it to be possible (as it certainly often

is) to detach and hold in attention, after complete
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acceptance of Technique, the impulsive experience

which it symbolically conveys though this can never

be outwardly expressed except in the symbolism
which carried it it would be incorrect to refer to this

abstraction as a sort of summing-up or compendium
of the work of art

;
and if it is referred to as the

&quot;

matter
&quot;

or
&quot;

substance
&quot;

or
&quot;

gist
&quot;

it ought to

be clear that in so referring to it the work of art has

ceased to exist. It is this impulsive experience as

conveyed in the expressive experience of technique

which constitutes art s existence
;

and when a

work of art has been completely accepted, this does

not mean that the final impression of impulsive

experience is the sum of expressive experience, but

that in the sum of expressive experience the whole

impulsive experience is contained. Thus, in the

art itself, the sensuous appeal of technique is as

much the matter of art as any of the
&quot;

meaning
&quot;

(or psychological effect) for the sake of which the

appeal may have been made. The term
&quot;

matter
&quot;

will be used in this theory in a sense very different

from that of abstracted final
&quot;

meaning.&quot;

Again, suppose a work of art (e.g. a poem) is
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received by an artist who uses another medium

(e.g. a musician) ;
and he wishes to translate the

effect of the poem on him into his own kind of

expression music. That is to say, he takes from

the expressive experience of reading the poem (a

compound of idea, imagery and verbal sound) the

impulsive experience or inspiration of the poem ;

and this he makes the impulsive experience of a

piece of musical expression. The question is,

would a third person receive from hearing the

music the same impression of impulsive experience

as he would from reading the poem ? It would

no doubt be recognisably similar, though that is

not certain
;
but it could not be the same. In the

first place, art exists by being experienced, and no

two persons can have the same experience. Since

the conveyance of impulsive experience is effected

by expressive experience, if two people (here the

musician and the third person) differ in their ex

pressive experience of a poem and they must

differ they cannot both receive from the poem

quite the same impression of impulsive experience.

In the second place, artistic expression is symbolic,
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and therefore can never be more than approximate.
Even if a poet and a musician were to start from an

identical experience, it would not remain identical

after it had passed through their several techniques
into a recipient s mind, for each artist would be

bound to insist on those qualities and aspects of the

experience with which his symbolism is able to deal,

and leave out those to which his technique cannot

respond. Indeed, the artist s knowledge of the*

practical scope of his symbolism, when it has becom^ X[
an instinct, will no doubt actually enter as a sort of

*-&quot;

corrective (and possibly even as a stimulus) into the

conception of a work of art.

Artistic theory must be prepared for variations in

expressive experience, not only between persons,

but between different moods of the same person.

I notice, we will suppose, an old picture in my
friend s collection. I glance at it with some

pleasure : a Luini, perhaps ;
and turn away. My

friend, who is a great authority, then assures me
that really it is a hitherto unknown Leonardo ; and,

to set the matter beyond a doubt, informs me that

he has just sold it as a Leonardo to an American



millionaire. At any rate, he convinces me
;
and I

turn back to the picture. I may look at it now
with the same eyes, but I cannot look at it with the

same mind. It cannot give me the same experi

ence
;

for now I contribute to the experience

everything that the name of Leonardo means to me.

This may or may not have a decided effect on my
estimate of the picture s inspiration ; but I should

certainly mistrust the man who denied that it had

any effect at all. We cannot, at any rate, exclude

from the theory of art the fact that the appeal of

art is variable, since it can only appeal by providing

the occasion of an experience which we ourselves

must exploit. It must often have been noticed, by

anyone who looks nicely into his own mind, how

largely the pleasure of a familiar work of art is

provided by its familiarity. This means that the

pleasure is not simply in the
&quot;

goodness
&quot;

of the

art
;
and probably it means, that private associations

have been allowed to exploit the occasion. It is

easy to say that such merely personal contributions

to artistic experience should be discounted
; that,

indeed, they do not strictly contribute at all to an
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artistic experience. But some personal associations

must be contributed by the recipient to any work

of art
;
and it is by no means easy to say precisely

which are to be ignored. Neither does it seem

necessary. The ultimate facts in the theory of art

are experiences ;
and the theory must accept what

ever is implied by experience. Nothing has been

more injurious to these studies than the attempts

to give them a false security by making them deal

with objects objects as the matter of art (by imita

tion), and works of art themselves as invariable

objects. For art and for aesthetics generally

objects do not exist, but only experiences : at least,

objects only exist as occasions of experience. It is

no answer, that objects in any case can only exist

in experiences ;
for in, e.g., physics, the ultimate

fact is the possibility of discussing objects apart

from personal experience.

In the account just given of technique, its medium

was said to be primarily an appeal to sensuous

experience. In the case of one art poetry this

requires modification ;
for words are, of course, as

much meaning as they are sound. The originally
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symbolic nature of language as meaning is remote

from this enquiry. Language is not now strictly

the symbol of thought : it is thought ;
but in poetry

it is, just as valuably, sound. In poetic technique,

however, the thought, the meaning of the words, is

as much a part of the symbolism as their sound.

Keeping this modification in view, the general

nature of artistic technique may easily be under

stood from the instance of poetry. The poet is

rightly considered to be the man who can get the

most value out of words
;

for he is combining into

simultaneous expression all the powers of language

which can be expressively used. He is not express

ing this or that ostensible thought, feeling or image ;

he is making his words contain the progress of a

whole experience (i.e. impulsive, his inspiration).

The syntax of his language gives the forthright

meaning which organises the experience of the whole

poem ;
and this syntactic meaning is continually

immersed in the vivid emotional expressiveness, at

once massive and subtle, of metrical rhythm. And

constantly radiating out of the syntax are, in equal

importance, the unmistakable but sometimes hardly
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analysable linkages with associated meaning all

round, given not merely by metaphor and simile,

but also by definite liberation of verbal suggestion

in the compound meaning of phrases ;
and in the

same way the import of the rhythm is constantly

enriched by the disposal of consonants and vowels

in the syllables. An infinite range of variety in total

effect is therefore possible ;
and the skill is to make

all these detailed stimulations of intellect, imagina
tion and emotion combine reliably into the required

completion of experience. Thus everything in

poetry is symbolic in the interests of the whole

result
;
and this exists as poetry by and during

its symbolism in every faculty of language. The

taking in and appreciation of the symbolism as such

is expressive experience ;
and when this is com

plete, the impulsive experience will be known in it

as its purpose. Both can be distinctly recognised

without having to be separated ;
and the artistic

virtue of either is that it supposes the other. Read,

for example, Wordsworth s
&quot; A slumber did my

spirit seal.&quot; Our expressive experience is of the

verbal art of the poem the whole complex appeal
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of the technique as it has just been described. We
find, when this is complete, that there has been

organised in our minds the impression of a profound

spiritual experience ;
and we recognise that this

was Wordsworth s inspiration : this moved him to

compose the poem, this was the impulsive experi

ence
;
and we recognise, too, that this has through

out been the purpose of our expressive experience.

But though these two experiences coexist in the

fact of the poem, they are not the same thing. Our

expressive experience has been of words and the

effects of words
;

but its purpose, the impulsive

experience of Wordsworth s inspiration in which

we now share, is something which cannot occur in

words at all. It has, indeed, been indirectly sym
bolised by everything the words have said as sound

and meaning ;
and if it was the nature of the poet to

have such an inspiration, it was the art of the poet

deliberately to construct a technique, and so pro

voke an expressive experience in us, which could

not fail to be thus symbolic. The value of the poem
is not merely in its inspiration, but in its art : it

is the beauty given by an expressive experience
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perfectly ordained to signify its purpose. We
may take this as the typical analysis of a work of

art
; though our account of technique is still in

complete.

VII

Technique, then, is the symbolic expression of

conception ;
and the nature of conception supplies

throughout the condition of technique. Now, the

nature of conception, as we have seen, is the same

for any art
;
and technique will therefore occur in

any art under the same conditions. The conception

of a work of art is an experience ;
whether as it at

first occurred, occasioned by an event of inner or

of outer life, or whether as it is prolonged in imagi

nation by continuance of attention on it, and there

enriched by association and the development of all

its implications, the nature of it is still that of an

experience ;
and there must always be two capital

aspects of an experience. There is, first, in the
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broadest sense, the matter of the experience : every

thing that enters into the experience including

both its occasion and the exploitation of this. It

can never be simple, and may be highly complex.

Whatever initiates the experience will gather round

it a mass of associations and reflexes emotions,

reflections, images, recollections, contrasts, and I

know not what. But all this must be one experience.

It must be singled out by attention as, however

intricate, a whole uniquely existing by virtue of its

parts : it must, in a word, be a unity. Otherwise

it cannot be an experience at all. This twofold

nature of experience first as containing certain

matter, second as containing it in a unity is the

condition of technique (the word being now used

generally for all art). That is to say, what technique

has to express is equally the matter of experience

and the unity that makes this an experience. And

technique is a symbolism. Hitherto we have con

sidered the symbolic expressiveness of technique as

regards the matter of the experience : it has been

indicated how certain direct appeals (to sight, to

hearing, to imagination) induce reverberations which
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can be ordered (this is the artist s skill) very exactly,

so as to result in associated impressions similar to

those which entered into the artist s original ex

perience. But now we see that technique has

further to express not only what entered into that

experience, but how it could be an experience i.e.

a unity. The matter of the experience cannot but

be expressed piecemeal ;
but while it is being so

expressed, it must also be expressing its ability to

result finally in a unity ; and when all the matter is

expressed, this must also be an expression of the

fact that all the matter actually is a unity. Technique

expresses this as Form : Form in technique is the

symbol of Unity in conception.

Technique, then, working always under the con

dition imposed by the nature of conception, will

always, like conception itself, have these two capital

aspects. There is no general term for the expression

of the matter of the artist s inspiration ; and, indeed,

it is only in poetic theory that we find any name at

all assigned to this aspect of technique viz. Diction

(which includes both the semantic and phonetic of

language). But this aspect of technique has been
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sufficiently considered. Form, however, is recog

nised in every art as the term for the expression in

technique of the unity of the artist s inspiration ;

and the fact that there is this generally recognised

term is an acknowledgment of the paramount

importance of this aspect of technique. It is by
virtue of Form that art is enabled to perform its

function. The end of art is expression ;
but why

do we wish it to achieve its end ? Because in

achieving its end it performs a certain function
;

and what this is will be discovered by considering

the most striking characteristic of its completed
achievement Form .

The two aspects of technique are only notionally

separable ;
but it is as easy to separate them as to

see that a billiard ball has a certain form and a

certain material. An attempt is sometimes made to

confuse the issue by saying that form and matter

are ultimately one. That is true
;

but when they

are one, both form and matter disappear ;
there is

then merely the work of art (as technique). But

when we see that this has form, then and thereby
we see that it has matter : or the other way round.
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Form and matter are two aspects of one thing ;
but

while we are regarding the aspects, it is futile to

say they are identical. From this, however, it will

be quite clear that whatever virtue form may have

can only come from the fact that it is the form of

something. There is no such thing as abstract form,

though there is, of course, the abstract idea of form

(which therefore is not form) ;
and it is impossible

to see what absolute form can mean except the right

form for any particular substance, i.e. the form

which completes the expression of the substance.

There has been much talk lately of significant form,

the phrase being used to mean, apparently, some

kind of form which carries significance simply by

being form
;
and it has even been urged that art

should confine itself to the utterance of form as

such. It is quite true that art has significance in so

far as it has form
;
but the significance which form

carries is the significance it gives to the matter it

forms. The peculiar virtue of artistic form, indeed,

is not to be itself significant (whatever that may
mean), but to effect a specially significant presenta

tion of whatever matter it submits. Any artistic
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form is significant which expresses the unity of its

matter
;
form could only be insignificant if it did

not express unity ;
but in that case it would not be

form at all, in any sense of the word which can

interpret the form of a work of art.

If it were possible for experience to be directly

communicated, there would be no need, of course,

to provide distinctly for its unity. But since it can

only be communicated indirectly in a symbolism,
the first stage of its expression must be its disinte

gration ;
but all the time it is being expressed in

this disintegrated state while the right symbolism
is being found for this feature and the right one for

that provision is continually being made for com

plete reintegration into a whole. And, indeed, no

distinct feature will have been completely expressed

unless it is expressed as belonging to an ultimate

whole. Thus form is not a final imposition on the

matter of art, finishing it off and compelling it into

a given mould
;

the eventual establishment of its

form is inherent throughout the whole process of a

work of art s existence. And at the completion of its

existence the final resultant and inclusive impression
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of all the contributary impressions will be an

impression of unity ;
and the particular quality

of this will be the form of the work of art. Each

art has its own means of providing for form and of

finally achieving it
;

in this, as in all other respects,

technique establishes itself empirically, in obedience

to the general principle that the effective is the

expressive. But in any work of art form gives unity

exactly as visible shape makes an assemblage of

parts be taken in as one thing. In painting, sculp

ture and architecture it actually is shape ;
in music

and poetry it is shape in an obvious metaphor. It

may be asked here : why, if unity through form is

peculiarly significant in art, is not unity through

shape equally significant in visible objects ? But it

is a question not of unity of objects, but of unity of

experience. Even in the arts which, like painting,

effect their form through shape, the unity given by
their form is not merely a unity of the thing seen,

but a unity of the experience in which the thing

seen is only a part. The shape of a thing seen must

certainly be a visual experience ;
but the experience

will contain more than the thing and its shape ;
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these will make up the object of the experience, and

so far we have only the unity of the object. If we

can include this in the larger unity of the whole

experience, then, and only then, we have a matter

which, if expressed, would be a work of art. More

over, the strict analogue, in visual experience, to a

work of art, is the thing which not only has shape,

but is shapely ; and a thing is shapely when every

part of it manifestly contributes to and is dominated

by the shape of the whole. A butterfly is one exist

ence precisely in the way a work of art is one

existence
;

but a butterfly is not a work of art,

though the experience of looking at it would be, if

that were expressed : and a copy of the butterfly s

shape and colour would not express that. It is

plain, however, that a shapely object deliberately

made by individual will to be judged as aesthetic

experience would be a work of art : such an object

as a vase. It would be art somewhat of the nature

of architecture, in which impulsive experience is

peculiarly liable to be inextricable from expressive

experience.

It remains now to derive from form the function
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of art 1
: to consider what is meant by artistic

significance and what artistic unity has to do with

it. The answer to all such questions is implied in

the profoundest aphorism ever contributed to the

theory of art Bacon s assertion that in poetry we
have

&quot;

the shows of things submitted to the desire

of the mind &quot;

;
the exposition of this will make it

applicable to any art.

What is the central, the inveterate desire of the

mind, which all man s practical and spiritual activi

ties imply ? It is the desire for significant experi

ence, the desire to be living in and a conscious part

of a significant world. Not that we desire to know

what the world means
;

in one sense we know that

already, and in another sense we can never know it :

the world can only mean itself, a proposition in

1
By the function of art I mean its peculiar relation with the

rest of life. Our instinctive belief, that art must have a function,

is due to that sovereign idea of the coherence of things which

finds its most unequivocal assertion in art itself, as we are now
to see. But though we can derive from form the nature of the

function of art, the possibility of a function at all (i.e. of having
an effective relation with life in general) is clearly given by the

fact that art is communication.
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which the most of us take but faint interest. But a

significant world is a world in which nothing happens
out of relation with the whole of things, in which

everything must perfectly cohere with the rest and

nothing can occur irrelevantly : a world in which

each is for all and all is for each. That is the world

we desire
;
and that is the world we never quite

get except in art. Whatever we experience in art,

we experience in a perfectly coherent and orderly

manner, in a necessary and intricate interrelation

ship with the rest of our experience there : in, that

is to say, a significant manner. For what was said

of a significant world will apply to things. What do

we intend by the
&quot;

significance
&quot;

of a thing ? Is it

&quot;

what the thing means &quot;

? But
&quot;

what the thing

means &quot;

can only be what is implied by the thing

in terms of other things. So that significance really

is relationship, the degree in which experience in

volves and implies other experience. A thing is

said to be significant when its reference to other

things is unmistakable
;
and the richer the reference,

the greater the significance. But in a work of art,

everything refers to and implies everything else in
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it ;
all is interrelation and coherence

;
and every

part is manifestly owned by the whole, and the

whole is intended by every part. So that in art the

impression of every fractional or momentary detail

is an impression of the significance of things, and

the impression of the whole work is an impression

of a significant world. Chance or irrelevance can

have no place in art
;
and chance is the enemy of

significance, since it is an intrusion of irrelevance, a

lapse from coherence. It is the incoherent, the irre

levant, which we are continually trying to eliminate

from our practical or intellectual or other experi

ence
;

but we are never quite certain whether we
have eliminated it, we are never quite sure (outside

art) of our world s continued significance.

To-morrow, suppose, I mean to catch a train.

That expectation in itself shows a very remarkable

degree of interrelationship in the world I experi

ence
;

I can rely on its coherence. I get up in good

time, punctually have my breakfast, methodically

pack up, and arrive at the station with time in hand

for a crush at the booking office, and see the tail

of the train just disappearing round the curve. I
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find my watch has unaccountably lost five minutes

during the night. What is it that is so specially

exasperating in an incident like that ? It is the fact

that the misfortune, as far as I can see, is wholly

insignificant ;
it has no relevance to the life I know

and trust in
;

it is a mere intrusion of meaningless

incoherence, a pointless infliction of annoyance.

But in art, one does not miss one s train
;

or one

does not miss it in an insignificant manner. It may
be that the significance of the incident must be

taken on trust
;

but that is easy to do in art, for

one knows that the significance will eventually

appear. But most probably the significance is

apparent in the way the incident happens. Not that

it has this or that assignable meaning ;
but simply

that it is perfectly coherent with and relevant to its

surroundings ;
it is necessary to the presiding

existence of the whole experience i.e. the work of

art. And so, in general, whatever art gives us is

given as an instance of a world of unquestioned

order, measure, government ;
a world in which

experience occurs with perfect security, knowing
that the firm interrelationship of its process can
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never be dislocated by chance the world which is

&quot;

the desire of the mind.&quot; And it is experience

of this world which is so presented :

&quot;

the shows of

things
&quot;

cesthetic experience.

Now we see why Form is the chief excellence of

art. It is because art presents its matter as Form
that it effects this profoundly desirable impression
of coherence, of interrelation, and so of significance

both of parts and of whole. For it is by Form that

the matter, whatever it be, is accepted as a unity ;

and form is not, as we have seen, a boundary

imposed on the matter from without, not even a

final fastening together of matter already tolerably

shaped, as a tyre binds the felloes of a wheel
;
form

as the expression of ultimate unity is inherent

through all the matter of a work of art, and is con

stantly working through every detail of expression

towards its completion : artistic expression, indeed,

merely has to complete itself in order to achieve its

most important aspect, Form. It can only be, then,

that the impression of unity in a work of art is an

impression of thoroughly organic unity ;
it is

nothing but the total impression of matter which
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has been throughout presented as necessarily inter

related, whether the process of arriving at this total

impression has worked in space (as with painting

and architecture) or in time (as with poetry and

music). It is by virtue of its Form, therefore, that

a work of art gives us that perfectly coherent and

mutually dependent experience which has the

quality we call significance. And by virtue of its

Form, the presentation of even tragical matter,

which would elsewhere be unendurably distressing,

can in art be supremely satisfying and severely

exhilarating : as in
&quot;

Othello
&quot;

or
&quot;

Antigone,&quot;

Mantegna s
[&amp;lt; Dead Christ

&quot;

or Michelangelo s

Dawn.&quot; Nay, those are right who regard tragical

art as yielding the noblest delight of any ;
because

in such art we see matter, that would in actual

occurrence afflict us with mere irrelevant and in

coherent injury, expressed without any blunting of

its force or glossing of its horror expressed, indeed,

with its grievous nature specially emphasised and

intensified and yet made acceptable and pro

foundly enjoyable ;
because in art even sorrowful

matter is presented as belonging to a region of
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experience where nothing can be incoherent or

irrelevant, where everything that happens is known

to be necessary for the completion of existence.

Even that which horrifies in actual life becomes in

art an instance of the significance we desire of

things.

It is clear, then, that the effect of
&quot;

Othello
&quot;

is

not altogether parallel with the primitive aesthetic

interest in things as good of their kind ; this is cer

tainly present in our experience of the tragedy, and

as it is provoked in purity, without contamination of

ulterior judgment (e.g. we do not think of asking

whether Othello acts rightly as a moral person : we

simply accept his behaviour as his), it is the interest

which very largely ensures our intense watch of the

incidents as they terribly occur. But this is only a

means to an end
; and, moreover, we can always

feel the gradual evolution of an ultimate coherence,

an orderly and presiding necessity. And when this

has finally emerged, when the tragedy is finished

and its form is completed, our satisfaction in

Othello s torments as good of their kind is altogether

enveloped in our satisfaction at seeing the whole
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event as a realisation of
&quot;

the desire of the mind &quot;

at seeing the stuff of the world we know too well

becoming an establisht image of the world of pro

found and inevitable significance : in a word, of the

ideal world.

Now we know why artistic form has this organic

nature, by reason of which it effects the paramount

impression of art, the impression of an ideal signifi

cance, whatever be the matter it exhibits. It is

because in Form art completes the expression of

aesthetic experience ;
and the aesthetic experience

which inspires a work of art must be a unity. What

ever has been said of the art should apply therefore

to its inspiration ;
and we should properly say that

it is as an experience of the ideal world or rather

an ideally significant experience of this world that

aesthetic experience inspires art. We certainly must,

not only should, say this
;
but only when aesthetic

experience does indeed successfully inspire art,

that is, when it has become a work of art. The

ideal experience is obviously the artist s, and he

communicates it to us
;

but it is an artist s

experience which has been communicated
;

an
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experience, namely, which has demanded and

obtained complete external expression. This, how

ever, directly raises a question which the last

paragraph indirectly suggested. Does aesthetic

experience by being expressed gain something (both

for the artist and for the recipient) which idealises

the aesthetic experience primitive in all conscious

life ? Or we may put it thus : Why is not all

aesthetic experience significant and ideal ? The

answer is, that it is all significant, and is all, at any

rate, the presage and implication of ideal experience.

The experience of actual things at their face-value

must be significant, in the sense we have used, so

long as it is genuinely an experience i.e. a unity

within this value. The significant world is funda

mentally the world of actual aesthetic experience.

And it is because this is so that our whole life is

dominated by the sense of it, by our conviction of

its possibility, and our wish for its realisation else

where. The significant world is not a world to

which we can only vaguely aspire out of this world,

as to a region beyond all mortal possibility ;
the

significant world is a world we have destroyed. It

no
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was the world given to us in the first instance ; we

remember it, and long to re-establish it outside

aesthetic experience. Life as activity has shouted

down the aesthetic judgment, and broken up the

natural coherence of experience by bringing into it

intellectual, moral and practical valuation. But all

these are forever being impelled as philosophies,

as ethical codes, as civilisations to bring their

empires of experience back into the significance and

coherence they were ordered to ruin, yet cannot

forget. But art can perfectly achieve what these

can but imperfectly endeavour, because art goes for

its inspiration to the source of these and expresses

it undisturbed by them
;

art passes serenely by the

struggles of philosophy, ethics and civilisation, and

arrives at the safety they vainly reach for, because

art directly expresses the original of our sense of the

significance of things that which indeed is by its

very nature significance aesthetic experience.

Yet why the need of art, if aesthetic experience is

anyhow significant ? Because, though it is so, it is

yet not ideal experience ;
it is only the presage of

that. Natural aesthetic experience is unideal in so

in
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far as it is transient. Ideal experience must be per

manent
;
and expression in art makes it so. Further,

natural aesthetic experience is unideal in so far as its

occurrence cannot be relied on
;

for it is at the

mercy of the events of our uncontrollable material

ised existence. But expression in art makes it

available whenever desirable. Furthermore, natural

aesthetic experience is unideal because it is sub

jective ; expression in art makes it objective in

the sense-J3: being no longer pfjvatp ^prAp**rty :

instead ftf hfring a single incommunicable ex

perience, it becomes ^ ffrmmiinity
nf similar

experiences. It comes to us, moreover, in a work

of art, not as a natural aesthetic experience which

must discover its implicit richness and at the

same time establish itself into unity ;
but with

all its reverberations about the mind explicit

and unmistakable, and with its unity already

establisht in its Form. The singleness of the form

itself (in our expressive experience) and the whole

ness of the expression it effects (in the completion

of impulsive experience) combine into a remark

able emphasis of unity and so of coherence and
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significance. There is nothing in natural experience

comparable with the impression produced in art by
the necessarily disintegrated matter throughout pro

viding for its decisive reintegration and the final

achievement of this in Form. The demand for

ultimate unity and its satisfaction are thereby in

escapably enforced. And underneath all this there

is, in any case, the quality of an aesthetic experience

capable of effectively inspiring a work of art through
the whole difficult and exacting business of elabo

rating in complete and just symbolism the right

technique for it : such an experience cannot but

have been unusually vivid, and therefore exception

ally a unity, exceptionally held by attention in the

isolation of self-contained organism. There is no

warrant for supposing that only an artist can have

such experience : it may well occur independent of

any intention to express it. But it is quite certain

that aesthetic experience must be more than ordi

narily intense, and more than ordinarily significant,

to make art possible : and however intense and

significant, it requires artistic expression in order

to become ideal. On the other hand, more goes to
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the making of an artist than the delicate sensorium,

the power of far-reaching imaginative association,

and the exacting, scrupulous and close attention

which conspire to effect intense and rich experience.

There must also be the faculty of symbolic expres

sion (wherein genius more than elsewhere resides) ;

and there must be education in the use of that

faculty. For, technique being empirical, no artist

can hope to succeed in his expression unless he

knows the whole range of devices which have proved

themselves appropriately serviceable. When he

knows that, he knows what is available for his own

purpose. If he does not know that (since technique

is empirical and not a priori) he does not know how

his mind is to communicate with other minds.

It is now evident what function we must assign

to art. It is not properly the creation of beauty ;

beauty is rather the sign that it has accomplisht its

function. What we have latterly seen to be implied

by a work of art the presentation of matter as not

only immediately valuable, but as existing in a unity

of significant coherence substance dominated by
form is the typical condition of the judgment of
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beauty : and the type of this is absolute beauty as

we have understood it totality experiencing itself.

But the existence which judges itself absolutely

beautiful is also the type of ideally significant exist

ence
;

that in which whatever occurs is known and

felt as necessary to the being of the whole. Every
work of art is a particular instance of this kind of

existence. And this is the existence which every

other activity is for ever trying to establish. What

therefore life is elsewhere trying for, in art we have.

In art we know what it is to experience this world

of ours satisfactorily and significantly, with nothing

out of relation with the rest, everything cohering in

measure and order : we know what it is to experi

ence our world as the manifest ideal. It is, indeed,

only in consciousness
;
but we cannot have it both

ways. Whenever we enter into art, we recollect the

ideal towards which we must forever strive
;
we

perfectly know what it is at which our lives are

aimed ;
and we forget that our hopes must be,

except in artistic consciousness of them, eternally

frustrated.
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